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Remote station monitoring

FLO’s Network Operations Centre proactively monitors every network-connected station’s 
activity in order to identify and resolve any potential issue even prior to engaging with the 
station owner.

Integrated payment system 

Network-connected stations include a PCI-DSS compliant payment system that allows  
for the management of credit card transactions. You can therefore offer charging services 
for free or implement an hourly or per-session fee. If you decide to implement a charging 
fee, FLO handles the entire billing process, from payment processing, funds transfer, 
collections, to tax remittance, all in Canadian dollars.

Please note: a transaction fee of 15% of your revenue (in addition to the yearly GMS service fee) is applied to this billing process.

FLO®’s Global  
Management Services

As a new FLO* charging station owner, you now join a community of over 8,000 FLO stations 
across Canada, serving more than 40,000 electric vehicle (EV) drivers.

FLO’s Global Management Services (GMS), supports your network-connected charging 
stations and provides valuable data intelligence regarding your stations’ use. Network-
connected charging stations not only provide you with relevant insight, but they also enable 
you to supply your EV driving customers with useful features.

What is included in FLO’s GMS?
Features of your charging station management

Your Owner’s Web Portal 

All your charging stations are virtually monitored and connected to your unique, password-
protected dashboard. This dashboard provides you with a snapshot of your charging 
stations and allows you to control station access or restrict charging to specific drivers.  
Your dashboard also enables you to analyze your current station utilization, and thus plan  
for any future expansion.



Contact us for a free consultation: 
 sales@flo.ca    1 855 543-8356    flo.com

About FLO
FLO is Canada’s most comprehensive and reliable charging ecosystem.  

We fulfill EV drivers’ charging needs wherever they may be – at home, at work,  
or on the go – by ensuring a consistently easy and seamless charging experience.

Features enabling you to better serve your users

Roaming services 

In addition to FLO’s own network of over 8,000 stations across Canada, FLO also has 
roaming agreements with some of North America’s largest EV charging networks, such  
as ChargePoint, Electric Circuit, eCharge Network, and BC Hydro EV Neance atwork.  
This roaming enables EV drivers to access other network operators’ stations without 
requiring a separate membership.

24/7 support

All network-connected stations have screen displays that include FLO’s 24/7 customer 
service telephone number. This enables EV drivers to obtain immediate assistance in 
accessing a charger, no matter the time of day.

Varied charging initiation

FLO’s network-connected stations can all be remotely activated by contacting FLO’s 24/7 
Call Center, through the FLO Mobile App, or by using the FLO membership RFID card.

Future-proof stations

FLO’s network-connected stations’ software is continuously updated over the duration of 
the station, free of charge. This means that even as EVs evolve and your users’ needs grow, 
your stations will continue to offer an exceptional charging experience.

Online presence 

All network-connected stations are displayed on the FLO website and in the FLO Mobile 
App using our real-time mapping software. In addition, FLO network-connected stations  
are integrated into third-party platforms including various vehicle OEM (Original Equipment 
Manufacturer) navigation systems, as well as web platforms like PlugShare and ChargeHub. 
All of these platforms allow EV drivers to find charging stations, initiate a charging session, 
track their session events, and receive real-time notifications while they’re connected  
to a station.


